












































And , ju t tn th t few months, we have established regular monthly meetings 
of th Pr id nt of AASCU, Allan Ostar, myself and Dale Parnell, President of 
the Am r1c n Association of Community and Junior Colleges. We wish to ensure 
that th int rests of students attending public colleges and universities receive 
fed eral attention appropriate to their numbers and significance. When the sub
ject needs coordination to include students going to private institutions, we 
turn to the ACE for that function. 

The most recent example of joint effort is in the field of research instrumenta
tion and equipment among AAU, NASULGC, and COGR, the research administra
tion wing of the business officers association. 

We shall be building more coalitions in the future as specific issues and oppor
tunities arise. The reason for the coalition is that there are different associa
tions representing higher education in this country. There are multiple asso
ciations because no one association is yet ideally composed in membership to 
represent the multiplicity of interests that come along. Pluralism is the name 
of the game, and there is a price that each of you pays in support of the 
pluralism. Therefore, it is up to you and me to see that through cooperative 
coalitions among associations, the interests of dues-paying members are repre
sented effectively and efficiently. 

I might mention in passing that there are a couple of areas where NASU LGC 
would appear to have almost natural monopolies for almost exclusive representa
tion of members' interests. I refer to agriculture and to sea and marine affairs. 
But even in these areas we must be continually alert to put together something 
across associational boundaries to give us greater leverage on the Hill. 

In the area of your contacts with your congressional delegation and others, we 
know that the campus chief executive officer is a very busy person. I assume 
that you do not want to hear the cry of "wolf" unless the wolf is at the door. 
Another way of saying this is that the president is likely functioning on the 
hazardous side of "information-action overload, 11 and if the Washington office 
wants to capture that attention for action, we should not overload the circuits 
even further. The operational principle that emerges from this is that the call 
for contacting the congressional delegation should be used sparingly and for 
those items of highest priority . 

Accordingly, the chief executives have been solicited for assistance by a di
rect contact from me on only three subjects in 1982. These were the vote to 
override the veto of the Supplemental Appropriations Bill, the vote to kill the 
balanced budget amendment, and the effort to prevent indirect costs from being 
singled out for budget cuts in the NIH. Needless to say, these contacts were 
carefully orchestrated with my colleagues in the other associations, with the 
outcome that you all know . 

I suspect that we have not reached the end. No doubt there will be other 
vetoes to be overridden. Without question, the balanced budget amendment will 
be up again and the indirect cost reimbursement issue lurks in the background. 
These are extremely difficult subjects and involve sophisticated understanding 
and analysis that is just not available to the average person. At the same 
time, they are charged with emotion and a great deal of passion and, if the 
proponents are successful, will be costly to higher education beyond belief. 
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